Lip Reading

The popular comedy actress and raconteuse
Maureen Lipman returns with another slice
of life as only she lives it. She reveals how
she found herself trussed up backstage in
Birmingham, ponders the more peculiar
aspects of cricket terminology and explores
the miracle of plastic tablecloths.

22 hours ago - 2 minBad Lip Reading reads the lips of Trump and Kim Jong Un, hears dude and homie. CNNs 2 days
ago - 2 min - Uploaded by Bad Lip ReadingDonald Trump and Kim Jong-un bond in Singapore Follow on Instagram
and Twitter - 6 min - Uploaded by Bad Lip ReadingMore stuff their lips COULD have said, just in time for the Super
Bowl Follow on Twitter! http 2 days ago - 2 minThe buddy comedy the world neither needs nor wants.lip-read
definition: to understand what someone is saying by watching the movements of their mouth. Learn more. - 6 min Uploaded by Bad Lip ReadingA look back at some moments from the 2017-18 NBA season Follow on Instagram and
Twitter INAUGURATION DAY A Bad Lip Reading of Donald Trumps Inauguration. 39,217,765 views 1 year ago.
Politicians CAN say what theyre actually thinking. - 4 min - Uploaded by Bad Lip ReadingGrand Moff Tarkin shares a
musical moment with Princess Leia aboard the Death Star Brought Bad Lip Reading (abbreviated as BLR) is a
YouTube channel, run by an anonymous individual in the music production business, that spoofs clips from films,to
understand what people are saying by watching the movement of their lips. Medical Dictionary. lip-read. verb / ?lip-?red
/. medical Definition of lip-read.The latest Tweets from Bad Lip Reading (@BadLipReading). I put words into other
peoples mouths. The OFFICIAL Bad Lip Reading Twitter account.A beginners guide to lipreading. What is Lip
Reading? Lip reading allows you to listen to a speaker by watching the speakers face to figure out their speech1 hour
ago - 3 min - Uploaded by Brandon RashadThis video is about TRUMP-KIM SUMMIT A Bad Lip Reading FOLLOW
ME! My Instagram - 4 min - Uploaded by National GeographicProduction company Little Moving Pictures Can You
Read My Lips? is an immersive short I put words into other peoples mouths. Management: 3 Arts Entertainment (310)
888-3200 Email below (and in channel header) - 2 min - Uploaded by Bad Lip ReadingSeasons Greetings from the
Trumps Follow on Twitter! http:/// badlipreading Follow Online Lip reading, and Speech reading training course, and
games. Learn to hear with your eyes and never miss a word again!Lip-reading, also known as lipreading or
speechreading, is a technique of understanding speech by visually interpreting the movements of the lips, face and
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